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The National Secular Society (NSS) has responded positively to a consultation on new guidelines
for pharmacists which prioritises patients' healthcare needs over pharmacy professionals' religious
views.

The new guidelines rejected an earlier approach by the General Pharmaceutical Council (GPhC)
which called for "balance" between a patient's medical needs and a pharmacist's religious beliefs
and instead stress that the needs of then pharmacy user must be paramount.

While reasonable steps can be taken to accommodate religious or other objections to providing
certain forms of medication including emergency contraceptives, the secularist response to the
consultation argued that the onus must be on pharmacies to ensure service users are put first and
are not turned away.

It may be acceptable for an individual pharmacist to refuse to provide a prescription or 'over-the-
counter' medication, but the pharmacy must still fulfil the request and was not acceptable for
pharmacies to turn people away to have the request fulfilled elsewhere. In some instances there
may not be other pharmacies nearby.

The NSS response, drafted with the assistance of the Secular Medical Forum (SMF), commended
the GPhC for offering "clear" guidance on conflicts between religion and patient's needs. The
secularist response said the guidance was "forward-thinking and robust" in taking steps to
"safeguard pharmacy users from the adverse consequences of the unrestricted expression of the
personal beliefs of pharmacy professionals."

The NSS response drew attention to one example where a patient was refused emergency
contraception and was not offered a referral. It warned that under the current rules, due to be
replaced by the new guidance, some pharmacists who do put their own beliefs first "actively seek
to justify their refusal" to comply with the patient's wishes.

In 2016 Christians in Pharmacy said that "the strongly held moral convictions of the pharmacy
practitioner may prevent them, in good conscience, from actively recommending another source of
supply. This could probably be dealt with by allowing the concerned pharmacist to point out that
other pharmacies/pharmacists would be willing to dispense without themselves making a direct
referral."

This suggestion, "that there should be an opt-in for pharmacists rather than an obligation to provide
services" is "deeply troubling" and should be rejected, the secularist response argued. Such an
approach would be a retrograde move away from "patient-centred care".

The consultation is now closed. Stephen Evans, the campaigns director of the National Secular
Society: "This is a welcome opportunity to ensure that patient's rights are protected and put first."

The NSS-SMF response can be read here.

https://www.secularism.org.uk/uploads/nss-response-to-gphc-consultation.pdf


Religious dogma shouldn't interfere with your healthcare

We campaign to protect patients from the harm caused by the imposition on them of other people's
religious values, and advocate for a secular approach to current healthcare issues. Please consider
a donation, from as little as £1 a month, to help support our work in this area.
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Reproductive rights

Religion should never block access to abortion or contraception.

Read More
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NSS to host talk with author of ‘Dirty, Filthy Book’

Author Michael Meyer to discuss new book on leading NSS figure Annie Besant at free online
event. Read More »
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Ofsted finds faith school prohibiting parts of lessons it judges incompatible with its religious beliefs.
Read More »

Parents object to Catholic school lobbying on sex education

Parents and teachers call lobbying "scandalous", "heavy-handed". Read More »

NSS: Don’t let NI faith schools fail pupils on reproductive
rights

Requirement for RSE to reflect "religious principles" conflicts with neutral lessons on reproductive
health in NI schools, NSS says. Read More »

NSS “baffled” by anti-abortion protest against history talk

Christian group warns it will "actively" engage attendees of NSS talk on Victorian birth control –
which aimed to reduce abortion. Read More »
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